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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two statements about RIPv2 are true? (Choose two )
A. It sends periodic updates via broadcast
B. It supports CIDR and VLSM.
C. lt uses the Bellman-Ford routing algorithm
D. It stores RIP neighbor adjacency information in a neighbor
table
E. It does not support clear text authentication, similar to
RIPv1.
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
A Mule application is being designed to be deployed to several

CIoudHub workers. The Mule application's integration logic is
to replicate changed Accounts from Satesforce to a backend
system every 5 minutes.
A watermark will be used to only retrieve those Satesforce
Accounts that have been modified since the last time the
integration logic ran.
What is the most appropriate way to implement persistence for
the watermark in order to support the required data replication
integration logic?
A. Persistent Object Store
B. Persistent Cache Scope
C. Persistent Anypoint MQ Queue
D. Persistent VM Queue
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer:
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teway-connection
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